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The Council has a rolling programme of condition surveys for schools, and this is currently up to date. 
Additional surveys may be commissioned in advance of specific projects, and targeted surveys may also 
be instructed should issues be identified by Property Maintenance Officers making routine visits or by 
teaching or facilities management staff raising issues. Additional wall ties were installed at a primary 
school last summer when corrosion of existing ties were identified in advance of a refurbishment project. 

There are currently two primary school boundary walls being monitored after identification of issues 
during routine visits. There has been no impact on education delivery within these properties. This work 
is supported by a Property Maintenance Officer for the school estate, and a Building Surveyor with 
specific responsibility for structure fabric. 

Quality Assurance Practices 

Stirling Council appoints a Clerk of Works, along with a Project Architect or Project Manager to manage 
the quality aspects of capital programme projects. The Clerk of Works has generally been a directly 
employed officer, however, this has been supported by a consultancy framework in the past, to support 
periods of higher requirement. This has been a long standing approach by the Council. The Clerk of 
Works has day to day responsibility for quality monitoring and reporting. The Clerk of Works will typically 
visit sites most days during projects, recording works, liaising with contractors and designers, proactively 
identifying issues, and reporting progress, safety and quality issues through informal and formal routes. 

The remit and scope of the Clerk of Works role will vary in terms of the form of contract. There have 
been no significant changes to the approach to quality assurance practices since 2016, however, a 
review of the Clerk of Works scope of service has taken place and a more focussed approach to certain 
activities and trades has been developed on design and build projects. Taking a more active approach to 
monitoring quality. This can include agreeing a schedule of 'sign offs' with the Site Manager on specific 
trades, and recording within the reporting process. Quality inspectors will select around 12 specific 
processes, such as blockwork/brickwork, in-situ concrete, firestopping, vinyl flooring and would monitor 
in greater detail, reviewing contractors quality assurance processes in parallel to their own review. 

In parallel with this assurance, Stirling Council's Building Standards service will also verify any capital 
project design in accordance with the Building Regulations and undertake a robust inspection regime on 
specific stages of the construction as part of the Construction Compliance Notification Plan (CCNP) 
issued with the Building Warrant approval. Only when reasonable enquiry through inspection has been 
verified would the Building Standards service consider issuing an Acceptance of the Completion 
submission for any project. 

I trust that this response is of assistance. 

Yours sincerely 

c:.-----· 

Stewart Carruth 
Chief Executive 


